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Collections/Online Resources & Services Meeting Notes 
Monday August 19, 2019 
Meeting attended by: Natalie Logue, Rebecca Hunnicutt, Jeff Mortimore, Debra Skinner, Jess 
Garner, Kay Coates, Greg Vaughn, Jessica Rigg, Christina Waugh, Melissa Jackson 
Several topics were covered during today's meeting, all topics brought to the table by Jeff 
Mortimore, beginning with...  
1. New Georgia Encyclopedia widget for EDS.
o Jeff informed the group that a survey was sent out several weeks ago to the
faculty to vote on whether access to this widget would be wanted.  The results
were split, 6 said yes, 5 said no and 1 said maybe.
o Jeff’s feeling was that this decision, since no majority in the vote was reached,
should go to the liaisons on both campuses to decide whether or not the widget
should be used.
o The meeting attendees agreed with Jeff, and it was decided that Jeff would send
word to Leslie and Judith that the liaison librarians would need to decide this
matter.
2. Released tweak to “Journal Title List” homepage search option.
o This tool was tweaked in order to return the most accurate searches by adding
the filters, annuals, journals and newspapers.
o After doing a few example searches it was discovered that when a search was
performed on the libraries homepage the filters used would appear.  However,
when a new search was performed within GIL the filters would disappear,
causing a change in the number of results.
o Jeff decided that work on the syntax may be needed in order to maintain the
filters during all searches.
o Future updates are expected.
3. Ongoing issue with the ‘Find It’ link in Web of Science on the Armstrong campus.
o This link has been resolved
o However, other issues involving Web of Science were discussed, one being that
the Find It button does not show up on patented items.  Jeff and Jessica will be
looking into the issue.
o Also, on the Armstrong campus, when an ILL request is performed through Illiad
the needed information does not populate in the appropriate fields, for Web of
Science items.
o Natalie will be talking with Savitri and David to see how the matter can best be
resolved for Lane ILL.
4. Mergent’s imminent migration to https://www.ftserussell.com
o We do not have Mergent, we have Mergent Intellect, so we will not be impacted
by this migration.
5. OpenAthens
o We still don’t know when OpenAthens is coming, but we do know that it should
be soon, hopefully this fall.
o West Georgia has been using it, and has reported no problems, so hopefully that
is a good sign and there will be no issues on our end when we have access.
